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(54) System and method for automatically counting the number of people in an area

(57) Method and system for automatically counting
the number of people in an area, assuming said people
are carrying a functioning mobile phone. The method
comprises broadcasting a location identifier (LAC) differ-
ent from any other LAC of the radio cells of the mobile
network in the surroundings from at least one local unit
(1,1’,1"), within a coverage area (4,4’,4"); establishing a
Location Update dialogue with any mobile phone (3,3’,
3") answering to the LAC broadcast; obtaining from each

answering mobile phone (3,3’,3") its IMSI number; send-
ing a Location Updating Reject message to each mobile
phone (3,3’,3") whose IMSI number has been obtained;
counting the different IMSI numbers received; and cal-
culating an estimated number of people in the coverage
area (4,4’,4") on the basis of this count and, optionally,
the known prevalence of mobile telephone devices per
person.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention lies in the field of mobile
communications, and more specifically in providing a set
of techniques to manage automatically and accurately
counting the number of people in an area by using mobile
communications means, using information provided by
the mobile telephones carried by the subscribers.

Background of the invention

[0002] In certain scenarios, knowing the number of
people in a place (exact or estimated) can be very rele-
vant. One example is train carriages, where the train au-
thorities can use that number to better dimension the
service. Other examples are street demonstrations, es-
pecially for protesting, where government, politicians and
media discuss heavily, often providing very different
numbers for a same event favourable to their position.
[0003] When the places are closed or controlled, i.e.
access is restricted by tickets or through a few number
of gates, people can be counted. However, in those sce-
narios with open places of uncontrolled access, such as
the street or some trains, this is quite difficult. Even in
controlled places of large size (e.g. underground net-
work), there isn’t an easy way to know the number of
people in a certain small area once they passed through
the entry gate.
[0004] Current solutions in those scenarios are not ac-
curate and automatic at the same time. They can be ac-
curate but requiring slow manual counting (e.g. train staff
going carriage by carriage). They can be semi-automated
but leading to non-guaranteed accuracy (e.g. helicopter
taking photos of the street and then estimating a density
of people per square meter to apply to the demonstration
area).
[0005] Document US2003010822 discloses a method
and system for electronic route planning and virtual
queue handling, proposing a system for queues man-
agement in a theme park. Specially prepared handsets
are issued to the users so that these handsets can be
counted: the counting mechanism uses a short range
wireless connection such as Bluetooth [RTM].
[0006] From document US2004158482 is known a
method for managing the flow of persons in relation to
centres of crowd concentration via wireless control. It is
related to the control of crowds and queues at theme
parks, where the mobile phone is used only as a tool to
enter what attractions the user wants to visit.
[0007] Document US2002183069 discloses a method
and system for mobile station positioning in cellular com-
munication networks for detecting and counting mobile
phones based on the existing base stations of the cellular
network, e.g. ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems).
[0008] From document EP1779133-A1, it is known to
monitor the movement of mobile communication devices

by using a plurality of receiver units (probes), distributed
in the coverage area, that detect all the current transmis-
sions from a mobile device to a base station.
[0009] It is well-known that abbreviations and acro-
nyms are frequently used in the mobile telephony field.
Below is a glossary of acronyms/terms used throughout
the present specification:

3GPP The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
BSC Base Station Controller
BTS Base Transceiver Station
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity
IP Internet Protocol
ITS Intelligent Transportation Systems
MSC Mobile Switching Centre
LAC Location Area Code
RNC Radio Network Controller
SMS Short Message Service
TIMSI Temporary International Mobile Subscriber

Identity
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

Summary of the invention

[0010] The invention relates to a method and system
for automatically counting the number of people in an
area according to claim 1 and claim 8, respectively. Pre-
ferred embodiments of the method are defined in the de-
pendent claims.
[0011] In the present method for automatically count-
ing people, said people are carrying a functioning mobile
phone. A "functioning" mobile phone is a device that is
"switched-on" and capable of connecting to at least one
mobile telecommunications network over at least one ra-
dio access technology, typically in IDLE or ACTIVE
mode. The method comprises:

- broadcasting, in the licensed spectrum of at least
one mobile network operator and from at least one
local unit, each one located at an area where people
is to be counted, the coverage area, a LAC different
from any other LAC of the radio cells of the mobile
network in the surroundings;

- establishing each local unit a Location Update dia-
logue with any mobile phone answering to the LAC
broadcast, obtaining from each answering mobile
phone its IMSI number;

- sending each local unit a Location Updating Reject
message to each mobile phone whose IMSI number
has been obtained;

- counting the different IMSI numbers received (dis-
carding or not the duplicated IMSI numbers received
during a predetermined period of time before);

- calculating an estimated number of people in the
coverage area using additional information, for in-
stance stored in a database.

1 2 
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[0012] Each local unit can broadcast the same LAC
continuously, leading to a continuous mode, or different
LACs each time, leading to a pulse mode, where counting
is done in pulses.
[0013] The coverage area each local unit can prefer-
ably be configurable through at least one of the following
parameters: the transmission power to modify the reach
and/or the radiation pattern of the antenna system to
modify the shape of the coverage area.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment, where there is a plu-
rality of local units, the method comprises receiving a
processing unit the counting of the different IMSI num-
bers for each coverage area from the different local units,
the calculation of the estimated number of people in each
corresponding coverage area being carried out in said
processing unit with access to the additional information.
[0015] The additional information can comprise at least
one of the following information:

- the percentage of switched-on mobile phones ver-
sus people in the country, region, city or neighbour-
hood where the corresponding local unit is located;

- the market share of the selected mobile network op-
erator in the country, region, city or neighbourhood
where the corresponding local unit is located.

[0016] The present invention also comprises a system
for automatically counting the number of people in an
area, said people carrying a switched-on mobile phone.
The system comprises:

- at least one local unit provided with cellular radio
transceiver means for transmitting and receiving sig-
nals in the licensed spectrum of at least one mobile
network operator, each local unit being located at an
area where people is to be counted, the coverage
area, and being configured for:

• broadcasting a LAC different from any other LAC
of the radio cells of the mobile network in the
surroundings;

• establishing a Location Update dialogue with
any mobile phone answering to the LAC broad-
cast, obtaining from each answering mobile
phone its IMSI number;

• sending a Location Updating Reject message
to each mobile phone whose IMSI number has
been obtained;

• counting the different IMSI numbers received;
• sending said counting to a processing unit;

- a processing unit comprising calculating means con-
figured for calculating an estimated number of peo-
ple in each coverage area using additional informa-
tion (for instance stored in a database).

[0017] Each local unit can be configured for broadcast-
ing the same LAC continuously, broadcasting different

LACs each time, or changing between broadcasting the
same LAC continuously or broadcasting different LACs
each time, according to the type of counting carried out
(continuous mode or pulse mode).
[0018] Each local unit comprises preferably means for
configuring at least one of the following parameters that
determines its corresponding coverage area:

- the transmission power to modify the reach;
- the radiation pattern of the antenna system to modify

the shape of the coverage area.

[0019] In a preferred embodiment, in which the
processing unit is remote to the at least one local unit,
the processing unit comprises management means con-
figured for remotely managing the at least one local unit.
[0020] The processing unit can comprise interface
means through which third parties externally retrieve the
calculation of the estimated number of people in each
coverage area.
[0021] Unlike the prior art discussed above, the
claimed method and system are thus simultaneously au-
tomated and accurate. Both system and method make
use of standard cellular mechanisms to count the number
of functioning mobile phones in an area, irrespective of
the mobile network to which they are connected. The
inventive system may be considered as a "box" that cap-
tures mobile phone identities and counts their number.
[0022] In many cases, it is a fair assumption that nearly
everybody carries at least one mobile phone or other
cellular enabled device - as a result simply counting these
devices provides an accurate estimate of the number of
people. Where this assumption does not hold, the count
may be treated as a representative sample, the true
number of people present being estimated as the count-
ed number divided by the percentage of people known
to carry a mobile phone in the local population.
[0023] As noted previously, there are prior art disclo-
sures of handset counting methods (see
US2003010822): these require dedicated handsets. The
inventive method, by contrast, makes use of standard
mobile phones. Therefore, while it may be known to count
people or assets using technologies, such as Bluetooth,
the same mechanisms would not work with every stand-
ard mobile phone.
[0024] Other prior art (US2002183069) uses the func-
tionalities of conventional base stations to count acces-
sible mobile phones. The inventive solution describes a
dedicated counting device that need not be associated
with any one (or just one) network operator. Making a
similar count using the prior art base station method
would require access to each of the base stations of the
respective network operators and (as these base stations
would generally serve different coverage areas) even
then the count would not be as accurate as with the in-
ventive solution. Furthermore, the use of a local "box",
compared to the cellular base stations, enables not only
much smaller counting areas but also tuning and shaping

3 4 
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that area according to every particular case.
[0025] A further advantage of the present invention is
that the method applies to all handsets functioning on a
given radio access technology.
[0026] In prior art solutions such as EP1779133, stand-
ard mobile phones with active calls are counted by using
special sensing boxes that are passive radio probes.
These solutions only work for a subset of devices, since
they only count devices having active communications
(such as voice calls, SMS or Internet browsing) to deter-
mine the number of people in a specific location.
[0027] The inventive method counts people who are
carrying a functioning mobile phone, but it is not neces-
sary for the method to work that these subscribers are
having an active communication in their mobile phones
(making a call or sending SMS): nor is it necessary that
the subscribers be subscribers to the same network op-
erator. This is achieved by using special sensing boxes
that are not base stations of any particular mobile network
and are not passive radio probes either.
[0028] In summary then the method comprises broad-
casting a location identifier (LAC) different from any other
LAC of the radio cells of the mobile network in the sur-
roundings from at least one local unit (1,1’,1"), within a
coverage area (4,4’,4"); establishing a Location Update
dialogue with any mobile phone (3,3’,3") answering to
the LAC broadcast; obtaining from each answering mo-
bile phone (3,3’,3") its IMSI number; sending a Location
Updating Reject message to each mobile phone (3,3’,3")
whose IMSI number has been obtained; counting the dif-
ferent IMSI numbers received; and calculating an esti-
mated number of people in the coverage area (4,4’,4")
on the basis of this count and, optionally, the known prev-
alence of mobile telephone devices per person.
[0029] The following numbered clauses show further
illustrative examples:

1- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area, said people carrying a switched-
on mobile phone, characterized in that it compris-
es:

- broadcasting, in the licensed spectrum of at
least one mobile network operator and from at
least one local unit (1,1’,1"), each one located
at an area where people is to be counted, the
coverage area (4,4’,4"), a LAC different from any
other LAC of the radio cells of the mobile network
in the surroundings;

- establishing each local unit (1,1’,1") a Location
Update dialogue with any mobile phone (3,3’,3")
answering to the LAC broadcast, obtaining from
each answering mobile phone (3,3’,3") its IMSI
number;

- sending each local unit (1,1’,1") a Location Up-
dating Reject message to each mobile phone
(3,3’,3") whose IMSI number has been obtained;

- counting the different IMSI numbers received;

and
- calculating an estimated number of people in

the coverage area (4,4’,4") using additional in-
formation.

2- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to clause 1, character-
ized in that it additionally comprises, for the count
carried out in the step of counting the different IMSI
numbers received, discarding the duplicated IMSI
numbers received during a predetermined period of
time before.

3- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of clauses 1-2,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") broadcasts the same LAC continuously.

4- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of clauses 1-2,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") broadcasts different LACs each time.

5- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous clause,
characterized in that the coverage area (4,4’,4") of
the at least one local unit (1,1’,1") is configurable
through at least one of the following parameters:

- the transmission power to modify the reach;
- the radiation pattern of the antenna system to

modify the shape of the coverage area (4).

6- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous clause,
in which there is a plurality of local units (1,1’,1"),
characterized in that it comprises receiving a
processing unit (2) the counting of the different IMSI
numbers for each coverage area (4,4’4") from the
different local units (1,1’,1"), the calculation of the
estimated number of people in each corresponding
coverage area (4,4’,4") being carried out in said
processing unit (2) with access to the additional in-
formation.

7- Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous clause,
characterized in that the additional information
comprises at least one of the following:

- the percentage of switched-on mobile phones
versus people in the country, region, city or
neighbourhood where the corresponding local
unit (1,1’,1") is located;

- the market share of the selected mobile network
operator in the country, region, city or neighbour-
hood where the corresponding local unit (1,1’,1")
is located.

5 6 
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8- System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area, said people carrying a switched-
on mobile phone, characterized in that it compris-
es:

- at least one local unit (1,1’,1") provided with cel-
lular radio transceiver means for transmitting
and receiving signals in the licensed spectrum
of at least one mobile network operator, each
local unit (1,1’,1") being located at an area where
people is to be counted, the coverage area
(4,4’,4"), and being configured for:

• broadcasting a LAC different from any other
LAC of the radio cells of the mobile network
in the surroundings;

• establishing a Location Update dialogue
with any mobile phone (3,3’,3") answering
to the LAC broadcast, obtaining from each
answering mobile phone (3,3’,3") its IMSI
number;

• sending a Location Updating Reject mes-
sage to each mobile phone (3,3’,3") whose
IMSI number has been obtained;

• counting the different IMSI numbers re-
ceived;

• sending said counting to a processing unit
(2);

- a processing unit (2) comprising calculating
means (7) configured for calculating an estimat-
ed number of people in each coverage area
(4,4’,4") using additional information.

9- System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to clause 8, character-
ized in that the at least one local unit (1,1’,1") is
additionally configured for, when counting the differ-
ent IMSI numbers received, discarding the duplicat-
ed IMSI numbers received during a predetermined
period of time before.

10- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-9,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") is configured for broadcasting the same LAC
continuously.

11- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-9,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") is configured for broadcasting different
LACs each time.

12- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-9,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") is configured for changing between broad-

casting the same LAC continuously or broadcasting
different LACs each time, according to the type of
counting carried out.

13- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-12,
characterized in that the at least one local unit
(1,1’,1") comprises means for configuring at least
one of the following parameters that determines its
corresponding coverage area (4,4’,4"):

- the transmission power to modify the reach;
- the radiation pattern of the antenna system to

modify the shape of the coverage area (4).

14- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-13,
in which the processing unit (2) is remote to the at
least one local unit (1,1’,1"), characterized in that
the processing unit (2) comprises management
means (8) configured for remotely managing the at
least one local unit (1, 1’, 1").

15- System for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to any of clauses 8-14,
characterized in that the processing unit (2) com-
prises interface means (9) through which third par-
ties (10) externally retrieve the calculation of the es-
timated number of people in each coverage area (4,
4’, 4").

Brief description of the drawings

[0030] To complete the description and, in order to pro-
vide for a better understanding of the invention, a set of
drawings is provided. Said drawings form an integral part
of the description and illustrate preferred embodiments
of the invention, which should not be interpreted as re-
stricting the scope of the invention, but just as examples
of how the invention can be embodied. The drawings
comprise the following figures:

Figure 1 shows a basic diagram of the system object
of invention.

Detailed description of the preferred embodiments

[0031] The system, represented schematically in Fig-
ure 1, is composed of at least one local unit (1,1’,1") and
a processing unit 2, local or remote to the previous one.
[0032] The local unit (1,1’,1") has the following func-
tions:

- An identity capture function that uses standard cel-
lular mechanisms (similar to the ones in existing BTS
and BSC/RNC). It broadcasts system information
with a certain LAC (Location Area Code), forcing the
mobile phones (3,3’,3") of the same network within

7 8 
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its reach area, the coverage area (4,4’,4"), to send
a Location Update message. It captures then the
identity (e.g. IMSI) of those phones (3,3’,3") and
sends back a Location Update reject message to
avoid further disturbing the phones (during a certain
period chosen by the operator or until they are
switched off). The radiation pattern of the antenna
system can be modified to shape the coverage area
(4,4’,4") convenient to the particular use case.

[0033] This identity capture function can have two
modes of operation:

(a) continuous, where it is operating (i.e. transmitting,
receiving and capturing) all the time, or
(b) pulse, where it is generally deactivated and it is
activated only for short periods of time in order to
capture identities during it.

[0034] The LAC broadcasted by the node can be re-
placed by another one in order to force again all handsets
to send a Location Update message - this can be done
in both modes of operation, although it fits especially the
pulse mode.

- A counting function, which in coordination with the
previous function, counts the accumulated number
of different identities that have performed a Location
Update process. After a change of LAC, depending
on the particular use case, this function can discard
the same identities captured before or on the con-
trary consider them as different for counting purpos-
es (e.g. how many people are in a train carriage at
8:00, at 9:00, at 10:00, etc.). Then, the counting func-
tion converts cellular identities (IMSI) into numbers.
It can be as simple as a mere counter, although it
can include intelligence for detecting the duplication
of identities (e.g. a user switches off and on his
phone) and not counting it twice. It should work in
coordination with the mode of operation (continuous
or pulse) of the previous function.

[0035] On the other hand, the processing unit 2 has
the following functions:

- A calculating function, carried out through calculat-
ing means 7, which receives the data from the count-
ing function and calculates the number of people in
the area, based on additional information in a data-
base. This additional information can be, for in-
stance, (a) the percentage of switched-on mobile
phones versus people in that country, region, city or
neighbourhood; (b) in case of a single-operator sys-
tem, the market share of the selected mobile oper-
ator in that country, region, city or neighbourhood.

- Optionally, a concentrator function, carried out
through management means 8, that manages the
flows of information coming from the different loca-

tions. Every flow would be composed of the identity
capture function (with includes a local unit for radio
transmissions), the counting function and the calcu-
lating function. There could be many flows running
in parallel, corresponding to multiple locations or
sources (e.g. train stations, museums, streets). Be-
sides, the concentrator would perform the remote
management of local units (e.g. changing LAC value,
adjusting transmission power). The alternative for
not having this concentrator would be operating the
previous functions in a standalone mode and then
using the results off-line. For instance, storing the
figures of museum visitors in a hard drive during a
day and then loading them in a PC for their analysis
by the museum’s owners.

- Optionally, a gateway function, carried out through
interface means 9, which provides the interface to
third parties 10 that are going to use that information,
enable the management of campaigns for counting
people, etc. It should work together with the concen-
trator, e.g. to be able to order actions on the local
units according to the requirements of the cam-
paigns.

[0036] The function for capturing cellular identities
(identity capture function) must always include a unit local
to the venue (e.g. train carriage, train station, street) for
radio transmissions and besides may have part of its
functionality located remotely in the network. This func-
tion replicates a standard cellular mechanism for the di-
alogue with mobile phones within its reach. In particular,
this local unit broadcasts specific system information as
if it was a BTS (base station) and forces a Location Up-
date message by all mobile phones within its reach be-
longing to its cellular network. Then, the function captures
the identity of those phones, such as the IMSI, and rejects
the Location Update attempts, hence not disturbing the
mobile phones further. This behaviour is based on well-
known standard cellular procedures for GSM and UMTS
and the local unit 1 can be built based on existing picocell
technology with a very low cost (e.g. below 200 euros).
Location Update procedures are described in detail in
ETSI 123 909 V4.0.0 (2001-03), a technical report from
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
and 3GPP TS 23.012, from the 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project.
[0037] Additional details of this identity capture func-
tion are described here:

• The function (composed of the local unit plus option-
ally some intelligence in network systems) imple-
ments a small subset of the functionality of a BTS,
BSC/RNC and MSC, in particular the one described
below.

• The local unit 1 transmits and receives in the licensed
spectrum of a mobile network operator. This local
unit 1 broadcasts system information in the radio in-
terface towards the mobile phones using the stand-

9 10 
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ard procedures and channels for that purpose. As
part of its Cell Global Identity, this unit broadcasts a
LAC (Location Area Code) that is different from any
LAC of the real cells of the mobile network in the
surroundings (e.g. the operator can book special Lo-
cation Area Codes for the road usage charging serv-
ice).

• Due to the standard behaviour in any mobile phone,
when a phone detects this Location Area Code be-
cause it enters under coverage of the unit, the mobile
phone will initiate a Location Update dialogue with
the unit.

• The function (local unit and/or network systems) will
respond to that dialogue and, again following stand-
ard procedures, will force the phone to provide its
IMSI number (note that even if the phone answers
first with the TIMSI number, which is a temporal iden-
tity, the function can still request the phone to provide
the IMSI number).

• Once obtained the IMSI number, the function will fin-
ish the dialogue sending a Location Updating Reject
message to the phone with a rejection cause that
will make the phone not trying again a Location Up-
date dialogue with the function during a known timer
(e.g. 2 hours) or as long as the phone keeps switched
on (e.g. the latter is feasible in GSM with the rejection
cause is "Roaming not allowed in this location area").
This means that the mobile phone will ignore the
radio transmissions of the local unit from this moment
on and will not try to connect with it even it is still
under the coverage of the unit, unless the period
expires or the phone is switched off and switched on
again within that coverage.

[0038] The coverage area (4,4’,4") of the local unit (1,
1’, 1") can be configured based on two aspects: first, the
transmission power, which determines the reach; sec-
ond, the features of the antenna system (e.g. radiation
pattern, gain, downtilt), which determine the shape of the
coverage. Both aspects can be statically or dynamically
modified to shape a particular area that is convenient to
the counting scenario, e.g. a set of train carriages.
[0039] The operating parameters of the unit (e.g. Lo-
cation Area Code, transmitting power, antenna system)
could be configured locally or remotely via a typical re-
mote Operation & Maintenance system (e.g. based on
IP protocols).
[0040] As mentioned before, this function for capturing
identities could be entirely local (i.e. all the procedure
replicating BTS, BSC/RNC and MSC can be managed
by the local unit, acting standalone) or can be a combi-
nation of local unit plus network equipment (some parts
or the procedure done locally and others remotely). In
any case, a local unit is always required for radio trans-
missions.
[0041] The features explained above enable interest-
ing functions for the counting scenario. For instance, the
function could work either in continuous mode or in pulse

mode. The first one means that the LAC is maintained
fixed and hence the function is continuously capturing
the identities of the new mobile users that enters the area
of coverage (e.g. accumulated visits of a museum during
a day). The second one can be obtained by a change of
LAC in the function, which will force again all the mobile
phones around (old and new) to register again and hence
be captured (e.g. snapshot of the number of visitors in a
museum at 9:00, at 10:00, at 11:00, etc.).
[0042] The local unit can be fixed (e.g. installed in a
train station) or mobile (e.g. installed in a train carriage
or in a helicopter).
[0043] In case of a multi-operator scenario, some parts
of the unit should be duplicated per operator whereas
others can be shared (e.g. antenna system).
[0044] In terms of physical equipment, in a typical in-
stallation there would be local units located at the areas
where people has to be counted and one or several net-
work servers performing one of several functions (typi-
cally gateway and concentrator, but also can do calcu-
lating, counting and part of the identity capture). Figure
1 offers an illustrative view of how functions could be
distributed in an architecture with gateway and concen-
trator.

Claims

1. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area, said people carrying a switched-
on mobile phone, the method comprising the steps
of:

broadcasting a LAC over a coverage area (4, 4’,
4"), in the licensed spectrum of at least one mo-
bile network operator and from at least one local
unit (1, 1’, 1"), each of said local units (1, 1’, 1")
being located at an area where people are to be
counted, said broadcast LAC being different
from any LAC of the radio cells of the mobile
network in the surroundings;
establishing at each local unit (1, 1’, 1") a Loca-
tion Update dialogue with any mobile phone (3,
3’, 3") answering to the LAC broadcast, obtain-
ing from each answering mobile phone (3, 3’,
3") its IMSI number;
sending from each local unit (1, 1’, 1") a Locating
Updating Reject message to each mobile phone
(3, 3’, 3") whose IMSI number has been ob-
tained;
counting the different IMSI numbers received;
and
calculating an estimated number of people in
the coverage area (4, 4’, 4") using additional in-
formation.

2. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to claim 1, further com-
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prising the step of activating and deactivating oper-
ation.

3. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 1 or 2,
further comprising the step of replacing the LAC with
another LAC.

4. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
at least one local unit (1, 1’, 1") broadcasts the same
LAC continuously.

5. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to claims 1 to 4, char-
acterised in that it additionally comprises, for the
count carried out in the step of counting the different
IMSI numbers received, discarding the duplicated
IMSI numbers received during a predetermined pe-
riod of time before.

6. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous claim,
characterised in that the coverage area (4, 4’, 4")
of the at least one local unit (1, 1’, 1") is configurable
through at least one of the following parameters:

the transmission power to modify the reach;
the radiation pattern of the antenna system to
modify the shape of the coverage area (4).

7. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous claim,
in which there is a plurality of local units (1, 1’, 1"),
characterised in that it comprises receiving at a
processing unit (2) counts of the different IMSI num-
bers for each coverage area (4, 4’, 4") from the dif-
ferent local units (1, 1’, 1"), the calculation of the
estimated number of people in each corresponding
coverage area (4, 4’, 4") being carried out in said
processing unit (2) with access to the additional in-
formation.

8. Method for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any previous claim,
characterised in that the additional information
comprises at least one of the following:

the percentage of switched-on mobile phones
versus people in the country, region, city or
neighbourhood where the corresponding local
unit (1, 1’, 1") is located;
the market share of the selected mobile network
operator in the country, region, city or neighbour-
hood where the corresponding local unit (1, 1’,
1") is located.

9. System for automatically counting the number of

people in an area, said people carrying a switched-
on mobile phone, comprising:

at least one local unit (1, 1’, 1") provided with
cellular radio transceiver means for transmitting
and receiving signals in the licensed spectrum
of at least one mobile network operator, each
local unit (1, 1’, 1") being located at the area
where people are to be counted, and being con-
figured for:

broadcasting over a coverage area (4, 4’,
4") a LAC different from any LAC of the radio
cells of the mobile network in the surround-
ings;
establishing a Location Update dialogue
with any mobile phone (3, 3’, 3") answering
to the LAC broadcast, obtaining from each
answering mobile phone (3, 3’, 3") its IMSI
number;
sending a Locating Updating Reject mes-
sage to each mobile phone (3, 3’, 3") whose
IMSI number has been obtained;
counting the different IMSI numbers re-
ceived;
sending said counting information to a
processing unit (2);

a processing unit (2) comprising calculating
means (7) configured for calculating an estimat-
ed number of people in the coverage area (4,
4’, 4") using additional information.

10. The system for automatically counting the number
of people in an area according to claim 9, further
configured to activate and deactivate operation.

11. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 9 or 10,
the local unit (1, 1’, 1") further configured to replace
the LAC with another LAC.

12. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to claim 9 or claim 10,
characterised in that the at least one local unit (1,
1’, 1") is configured for broadcasting the same LAC
continuously for each period of activation.

13. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 9 to 12,
characterised in that the at least one local unit (1,
1’, 1") is additionally configured for, when counting
the different IMSI numbers received, discarding the
duplicated IMSI numbers received during a prede-
termined period of time before.

14. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to claim10, character-
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ised in that the at least one local unit (1, 1’, 1") is
configured for changing between broadcasting the
same LAC continuously or replacing the LAC with
another LAC, according to the type of counting car-
ried out.

15. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 9 to 14,
characterised in that the at least one local unit (1,
1’, 1") comprises means for configuring at least one
of the following parameters that determines its cor-
responding coverage area (4, 4’, 4"):

the transmission power to modify the reach;
the radiation pattern of the antenna system to
modify the shape of the coverage area (4).

16. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 9 to 15,
in which the processing unit (2) is remote to the at
least one local unit (1, 1’, 1 "), characterised in that
the processing unit (2) comprises management
means (8) configured for remotely managing the at
least one local unit (1 1’, 1").

17. System for automatically counting the number of
people in an area according to any of claims 9 to 16,
characterised in that the processing unit (2) com-
prises interface means (9) through which third par-
ties (10) externally retrieve the calculation of the es-
timated number of people in each coverage area (4,
4’, 4").
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